
Call for Price
1 Elevations Available

The thoughtfully designed Crestway floor plan encompasses 5 bedrooms, and 4 bathrooms spread over 3,639 square
feet. Meticulous design and sensible architecture are key factors in achieving this home's warmth and its room-to-room
flow with wonderful attention to detail.

On the main floor, you're greeted in the foyer with views of the spacious floor plan and the stunning curved staircase with
stylish detailing and polished finesse. Nearby you'll find the elegant dining room, with its distinctive coffered ceiling. The
dining room gives direct access to the spacious kitchen through the large and convenient butler's pantry. The pantry is
perfect for storing food, small kitchen appliances, and assorted cooking ware to keep everything tidy and organized.

The centerpiece of kitchen is the beautiful generously sized slab island which can be used as additional work space for
culinary craftsmanship or as a table for casual dining. The kitchen has also been outfitted with professional style
appliances to assist in your cooking creations. The large eating nook space offers an additional option for meals or take
the entertainment outside to the covered large patio.

The impressive 2 story great room features large windows, a natural-gas fireplace and a seating area that is sure to
impress guests. The main level also offers a 3-car parking garage with abundant space. From the garage entry, a
thoughtful mud room can be found, featuring a custom-built mud bench with lower cubbies to store boots, shoes, and
other footwear. Adjacent to the mud room you'll find the main level bathroom and the guest bedroom.

On the second level, 4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, a bonus room, and a convenient laundry room can be found. The elegant
and expansive master suite features a vaulted ceiling and large windows to give this room vibrancy thanks to its efficient
flow of light. The spa inspired master bath has a standalone shower and a freestanding soaking tub. The master walk-in
closet a boast worthy amount of space.
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Pricing, features, and availability are subject to change without notice. American Classic Homes makes reasonable efforts to provide accurate information,
however, no warranties or representations are made as to its accuracy and American Classic Homes assumes no liability or responsibility for any errors in
pricing content. All pricing information, including promotions and incentives, must be verified by an authorized representative for the appropriate community

and home. Photography, floor plans, elevations, renderings, virtual tours, maps, square footage, and dimensions are approximate and for illustration
purposes only, and will vary from homes as built and are subject to change without notice. Homes in each neighborhood may be owned and sold by a

separate limited liability company (LLC) or other corporate entity.
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